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Thank you to all the individuals I have
interviewed and photographed.  Thank you
for letting us into your world.
 
If you have an interesting story about how
Symes Group work has impacted your life,
do get in touch! barbara@symesconsulting.
com.au

Barbara
 

Jess had always dreamed
about publishing a magazine
that would celebrate the
incredible individuals we
encounter in our work.  And
one thing I know about Jess,
what she dreams, she does!
And so this is the first
edition of The Symes Report
a celebration of people,
thoughts and stories.

LETTER FROM THE PUBLISHER

JESSICA SYMES
 
2016 was an incredible year for Symes Group.  I am
so proud of Symes Group and how far we have
come in the past 12 months.
 
We have supported women and men to take
ownership of their lives through Symes Group
transformative leadership programs, recruitment
and team development programs, breakout
sessions for conferences and executive coaching
programs.   We have strengthened our team to
include inspiring, vivacious, intelligent and capable
women.
 
On a personal note, 2016 was especially joyful as
my family welcomed baby Joseph.  I believe in
living life the way in which you choose to be happy
and so am enjoying navigating life of a business
owner and of being a mother of three boys!  I'm a
firm believer that happiness and contentment is a
mindset. It's easy in life to focus on what is not
going right, the things that are out of our control.
Having a newborn again is a reminder of this, being
sleep deprived, not getting enough done. But it's
all a question of perspective and attitiude.  On a
daily basis I do this checklist- What am I grateful
for? What is in my control today? This fuels me
with the energy and contentment to live a fulfilled
life.
 

 
It has always been my dream to create and
publish a magazine.  Reading through the
stories of our amazing clients and
collaborators I am re-inspired by their
energy, creativity, tenacity and
authenticity.
 
Congratulations to the team and to editor
Barbara Harvey for bringing this first
edition together.  Happy reading!
 

Jess

LETTER FROM EDITOR

BARBARA HARVEY
 
So many stories....Every time the Symes Group
team work with individuals or groups we can't
help but think, "Wow! That person's story is

amazing...how do we celebrate that?"



Congratulations to our own Pearl Tan (senior consultant for the Symes Group) for being selected
as Australian Financial Review Westpac 2016 Woman of Influence.  Pearl was nominated for her
incredible work in bringing  about greater diversity in the Australian entertainment industry.
One hundred women were selected in 10 categories including board and management, social
enterprise and not-for-profit, business enterprise, public policy, innovation, young leader,
global, local/regional, diversity, and a new category arts, sports and culture.
 

''She puts diversity in the spotlight"- Pearl Tan
 

Pearl is a passionate advocate for diversity in the arts through her work as a practitioner in the
screen industry as a director, actor, producer and through roles such as co-chair of the Equity
Diversity Committee (Actors Union) and as the diversity patron for Women in Film and
Television (WIFT).
 
"I wanted a more positive and open dialogue so that true progress could be made as opposed
to lip service, out of fear. So, I decided that I had to step up rather than sit back passively
disgruntled."
 
Congratulations Pearl, we are so proud of you and the work you are doing in this space.

Pearl Tan: Woman of Influence



North Shore Drama teachers for term 1 2017

Dannielle Jackson is an acting
graduate of QUT. Dannielle has worked
extensively as a professional actor,
puppeteer and physical performer for the
past 10 years touring Australia with leading
theatre companies such as Monkey Baa,
Theatre of Image and Michael Siders
Presents.  She has facilitated drama
workshops with the National Rugby
League, Warrah Steiner School and the
Australian Film Television and Radio school
and is currently studying drama therapy.
Dannielle has a passion for the power of
storytelling, theatre and healing and is
thrilled to be joining the North Shore
Drama family.

Kate Sherman is an actor, multi-
disciplinary performer and performance maker. A
graduate of NIDA and VCA, Kate has most recently
performed in and co-created the show Animal at
Theatre Works and performed in Ruby’s Wish at
Downstairs Belvoir.  She co-collaborated on a
work entitled Genius for the Festival of Live Art
(FOLA) with Neurodiverse performers. She has
worked with companies such as Performance
Space (a real-time game and multi media
performance entitled Wayfarer), STC (Macbeth),
Downstairs Belvoir (Checklist for an Armed
Robber), Erth Visual and Physical Inc (Gargoyles)
and Legs On The Wall (Beyond Belief, My Bicycle
Loves You), Campbelltown Arts Centre and has
also worked in film and TV.
 

North Shore Drama is excited to welcome Dannielle Jackson and Kate Sherman to
share their wonderful knowledge, enthusiasm, and skill with the North Shore
Drama performing arts program for children and young adults and the adult acting
program.  Here's some more info about these talented women. 





SYMES GROUP PARTNERS WITH THE WORLD BUSINESS FORUM 2017

N E W S

Malisa Mlinaric is the general manager Australia at
WOBI, Australia.  WOBI (World of Business Ideas)
helps senior-level executives and companies
throughout Australia and New Zealand by updating
and improving their management knowledge across
key topics.  Symes Group caught up with Malisa to
find out more about what she does and what we can
expect from the World Business Forum 2017.
 
 What was your career path to get here? Was this an
expected career journey for you?
 
Growing up in a small country town near Wagga
Wagga, I spent most of my spare time working in my
parents' mixed business. I was also fascinated by
hotels, so I studied business management at the
International College of Tourism & Hotel
Management in Manly, Sydney (now known as ICMS).
I went on to work in hotels briefly, then I spent most
of my career in sales roles within training centres,
publications and up until four years ago, healthcare
events.  When I was offered the opportunity to work
on launching the World Business Forum Sydney with
an incredible business program containing Michael
Porter, who I studied at college, it was like any
business students' dream come true.
 
 
Who have been the most inspiring speakers?
 
I couldn't specify just one, they have all been
extraordinary. One thing that I have learned after
meeting most of these incredible speakers is that
sharing your success and failures with like-minded
peers helps each other grow, by acknowledging key
learnings from our experiences, in order to forge
your own path forward.
 
What can the delegates expect from the World
Business Forum 2017?
 
Our theme for this year is Be Beta.   In the  Beta era,
change is  accelerated and  transformation  is
constant, and reinvention, innovation and risk form
a  part of our routine on a day-to-day basis.
 

The content, lessons and new way of
thinking you will receive from Daniel
Goleman, Rosabeth Moss Kanter, Mohanbir
Sawhney and Ian Williamson will blow you
away.  Most delegates walk away with
three to five key takeaways which they
will be able to apply to their
organisations. It is one thing to read their
books, but next level to see them live and
if you're fortunate, to hear their thoughts
on your challenges. 
 
How can our corporate  clients engage
with the forum?
 
 We tailor opportunities to suit each
individual client as everyone has different
goals. In addition to attending the World
Business Forum, we offer customised
industry-exclusive sponsorship and the
opportunity for organisations to host
private events for their executive teams
and clients with our speakers whilst they
are in the country.

Malisa Mlinaric, general manager WOBI
Australia



"We are  thr i l led
to  partner  wi th

WOBI  for  the
World  Bus iness

Forum 2017.
Many of  the

speakers  shar ing
thei r  ideas  at  the
forum are  heroes
at  Symes  Group.

I t ' s  going  to  be  an
incredible  event ,
and  we urge  our

c l ients  to  at tend!"
 





10% SYMES GROUP DISCOUNT: Use Promo Code SYMES10



As Einstein’s final theory of gravitational waves
has just recently been proven to be true, we
find that one of his most famous statements to
be enduring:  “Imagination is more important
than knowledge. For knowledge is limited to all
we now know and understand, while
imagination embraces the entire world, and all
there ever will be to know and understand.”
(Albert Einstein).
 
As we move towards 2020 there is no doubt
that the entire workforce and organisations
need to be more adept in the skills of critical
thinking, creativity and complex problem
solving in order to grow, thrive and survive.
 
Sir Ken Robinson, a global expert on creativity,
argues that creativity is the crucial 21st century
skill we’ll need to solve today’s pressing
problems. And according to a report produced
by the World Economic Forum, creativity will
become one of the top three skills workers will
need by 2020.
 
A lack of diversity and the presence of
monoculture in an organisation will disable any
potential creativity and innovation in that
organisation.  Symes Group has built a
framework and methodology around the
creative process and has defined a set of
behaviours and capabilities connected to each
step.  The process is tangible and practical and
can be applied by anyone. 

 It is our belief that the creative process
needs to be the process by which businesses
do everything.  From big to small decisions
The Creative Process should be the new,
modus operandi of innovative organisations.
 

“ A n  a b s e n c e
o f  d i v e r s i t y
a n d  d i v e r s e
t h i n k i n g  h a s

a  d i r e c t
i m p a c t  o n

t h e  c r e a t i v e
r e s u l t s  o f
t h e  t e a m . ”

 

JESSICA SYMES

C R E A T I V I T Y   &  I N N O V A T I O N

Symes Groups' 
TOP 5 creativity guidelines for

boardroom brainstorming
 
Lean into difference…
 
Never apologise for ideas
 
Don’t start with a question, start
with a statement
 
Embrace metaphors and abstract
representations
 
Say yes and…

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iOC2J3O98v0




“The theatre has always been a
way for artists to express
themseleves, and to give a voice
to people who don’t have a
voice. ”

THE CREATIVE PROCESS
 

 with...
actor, playwright, screenwriter, singer, songwriter and Symes Group
performance expert NICHOLAS BROWN.  A NIDA graduate, Nicholas
recently co-wrote and starred in the comedy play Lighten Up. He
shares with us what happens in his creative process.
 

Collaborating in comedy
Sam McCool (left) and Nicholas Brown 

http://www.currency.com.au/product_detail.aspx?productid=3288


How do you collaborate?
 
Shane Anthony is the Director, Musical songs for the Fallen, Old
Fitzory, hes the drama turg, he looks at it different from
perspective, its such a personal story to me and sam, Shane
brings a lovely sensitivity him and our designer come up with
amazing concept. Looking at indian and Australian sunsets, art
work Indeginous, play is about colour an dlight, amazing set very
set. Producer Bali Padi, runs equity diversity committee, go to
man cultural , have helm producing he knows why and what he
stands for?  Our way to inform and d something about racism in
Australia in a light way, no one likes to be accused of anything.
Anger hasn’t gotten me or the industry anywhere. In a different
way  By making people laugh and why they see this

...is a hilarous beautifully crafted play which played
to sell- out audiences at the Griffin Theatre in
December 2016.  The written play is now for sale.
 
Where did the idea for Lighten
Up come from?
 
There are big- picture ideas and there are smaller ideas. The big
picture was to draw ties between Australia and India as both former
colonies.  On the smaller side, being Anglo Indian myself, I have
always felt in between. I wanted to write a story about being in the
grey and to celebrate that. I wanted to tell a melting pot story,
about an Indian and indigenous family coming together and  I
wanted it to be funny.
 

What has been your creative
process on this project?
 
When I first started writing 10 years ago it was just me.   I would sit
down and write every day until I finished the script.  Years later I
decided the subject matter was so heavy, I needed to approach a
comedian to make it lighter, so I approached Sam McCool who
does race- related stand -up.  We got along really well and I decided
to share my script.  Sam as a performer needs to literally stand up
when he is creating. So I would sit down and be on the computer
talking him through the objectives of the characters, while he
paced around coming up with hilarious s***.  He would just pace
back and forth and come back with gags and jokes and that’s been
our process collaborating.
 

What can the corporate world
learn from the theatre? 
 
 If you want to do something and create something, don’t over-
think it.   If there's a gap fill it.  If you need to start a company, tell a
story.  Regardless of the hurdles, just do it, that’s the link, don’t sit
around waiting, if you have something to say, say it! 

L I G H T E N  U P

Click here to purchase a copy
of the script for Lighten' Up
 
 

Photography:
Johnny Diaz Nicolaidis
Make up & hair:
Kelly Bowman at Reload 

 
LIGHTEN UP
COMIC PLAY
WRITTEN BY

NICHOLAS BROWN &
SAM MCOOL

 
Nicholas sums up the

project in three
sentences:

 
It’s a romantic comedy

about owning your
identity.   It’s about the
relationship between a

mixed race Anglo Indian
man and an indigenous
woman.  He has major

identity issues because of
his skin bleaching Indian
mum, and an Indigenous
woman teaches him to be

proud of his colour and
identity.

 

http://www.currency.com.au/product_detail.aspx?productid=3288


Nicholas at Symes Group
 
In 2016, Nicholas worked with Symes Group as a creative consultant and performance and
storytelling expert. During the first workshop he discovered that virtually everyone in the class
spoke more than one language.  Using the diversity of the group as the framework and catalyst for
what the end performance was going to be, the group created Around The World.   The production
was self-devised and performed in multiple languages with very little English.  It was a triumph of
creativity. And the audience were bowled over by the result.
 

"It was extraordinary," said Jessica Symes, "It proved once again that communication is not bound
by language and cemented the Symes Group fundamental formula that diversity leads to creativity
which results in innovation."
 
Thank you Nick for your amazing work with us!
 





Tell us about what you do and why you do
it. 
 
At Limpid Logic we believe that technology makes us more
human and that we are responsible for what we create and
bring into this world. We develop technologies and inventions
that bring value and contribute to our daily life rather than take
away from it.
 

What is happening in AR/VR  in Australia?  
 
Both the AR and VR spaces are hot in Australia at the moment,
and of course all around the world. As for us, the most exciting
part was getting hold of two Hololens headsets, eight months
before anyone else in Australia. And it is great to see that
Microsoft Hololens is finally available for pre-orders in Australia.
 
What is Hololens and what does it mean
for Australia?
 
Hololens is an augmented reality headset developed by
Microsoft. It's a self contained, holographic computer, that
allows you to engage with your digital content and interact with
holograms in the real world around you.  

"...TECHNOLOGY MAKES US MORE HUMAN" 

...leads a team of hand- picked designers, engineers and gamers
that specialise in various areas of product development, from
user experience, branding and design, all the way through to
software development and product launch as the CEO/founder
of Limpid Logic.  He is one of the leading spokespeople in VR/
AR technology.  He is passionate about work, life and
technology and works non-stop!   Born in Lebanon, moving to
Australia 12 years ago, Bachir brings a wealth of experience of
gaming to his work and his incredible thoughts on the
intersection of humanity and technology are in a word...
inspiring.

TECHNOLOGY AND THE CHANGING FACE OF THE WORKFORCE

 Andrew Payne, Business Analyst at the Royal Australian
and New Zealand College of Radiologists (RANZCR) talks about
the need for honing our human based skills to stay relevant in
the modern workforce.  Skills which he shares he has worked
on in the Symes Group Leadership Program at Ranzcr.  "I think
it is a fair assumption to say that we are moving towards an
era where many professional tasks are being automated, and
many skills will be made redundant.    The World Economic
Forum recently listed the top 10 skills that it believes will be
most in demand from 2020 onwards.

 Its list is primarily made up of human based skills, with creativity, emotional
intelligence and people management all ranking highly.   I strongly believe that it
will be ability for people to not only interpret the output, but  to convey this information to
others that will be a key requirement for a successful career.  The Symes Gouworkshops we
attended focused heavily on providing the tools that we need to develop these skills to
ensure that we can adapt to the changing business environment.
 
At RANZCR, our policy team will always have a human element to it.  However,
even some aspects of our core skills such as negotiations, may be automated in the future.
Looking at my role, some of the AI technology being created will allow for deeper research
and analysis, at a quicker rate, than can be performed by a human employee.It is important
that RANZCR continues to develop its skills in these areas to ensure that we are not
disconnected from the human aspects of the processes and are able to engage effectively
with others within the sector (both decisions makers and patients/consumers) to help shape

government policy.  Andrew

In Symes Group's signature Creativity and Innovation Series, to
stimulate and put into practice the creative thinking process, the
question is posed to participants: "How can you use artificial
intelligence/augmented reality/virtual reality in your organisation?"
The outcome of this exercise is always: diversity = creativity and
creativity= innovation.  To illustrate the point, participants catch a
glimpse of The Flying Elephant produced by Ana Tiwary and Symes
Group principal consultant Barbara Harvey.  The Flying Elephant is
an augmented reality adaption of the children's book Elephants
Have Wings by Susanne Gervay, whereby a gorgeous 3D elephant
with the help of technology leaps off the page of the book.  Behind
the technology is Sydney- based app developer Bachir Khoury.
 

Here's some insights about
technology and innovation on
Bachir:

V I R T U A L  I N N O V A T I O N :

IN FOCUS:
BACHIR
KHOURY



What does innovation mean to you? And what advice do you have
for companies who haven't embraced AR/VR/AI yet.  Innovation is
evolutionary, not revolutionary.  It is an incremental change and improvement to an existing idea,
process or product. It's the accumulated increments of those improvements, and the gap of knowledge
that it creates (no one has seen it before), that creates novelty and eventually disrupts.  It's like seeing
your son every day growing up. When he's 18, you won't be shocked seeing how much he grew.  But
when you see your nephew at 2 months old, and never see him again until he's 20, you'll be shocked to
see him and  how much he'd grown.
 

TECHNOLOGY AND THE CHANGING FACE OF THE WORKFORCE

 Andrew Payne, Business Analyst at the Royal Australian
and New Zealand College of Radiologists (RANZCR) talks about
the need for honing our human based skills to stay relevant in
the modern workforce.  Skills which he shares he has worked
on in the Symes Group Leadership Program at Ranzcr.  "I think
it is a fair assumption to say that we are moving towards an
era where many professional tasks are being automated, and
many skills will be made redundant.    The World Economic
Forum recently listed the top 10 skills that it believes will be
most in demand from 2020 onwards.

 Its list is primarily made up of human based skills, with creativity, emotional
intelligence and people management all ranking highly.   I strongly believe that it
will be ability for people to not only interpret the output, but  to convey this information to
others that will be a key requirement for a successful career.  The Symes Gouworkshops we
attended focused heavily on providing the tools that we need to develop these skills to
ensure that we can adapt to the changing business environment.
 
At RANZCR, our policy team will always have a human element to it.  However,
even some aspects of our core skills such as negotiations, may be automated in the future.
Looking at my role, some of the AI technology being created will allow for deeper research
and analysis, at a quicker rate, than can be performed by a human employee.It is important
that RANZCR continues to develop its skills in these areas to ensure that we are not
disconnected from the human aspects of the processes and are able to engage effectively
with others within the sector (both decisions makers and patients/consumers) to help shape

government policy.  Andrew

“We are in the

imagination age.  

Organisations need to

prioritise innovation,

and embrace

creativity. It may seem

unreachable, but it’s not.

There’s a science behind

it.”

What can we expect to see in the future?
 
While there seems to be great interest in both AR and VR, I honestly think AR is the next mass medium.
That's because devices like the Hololens are truly the future of computing:
 
We won't need mobile phones, we will be wearing them.
We won't need monitors at work, we will  have multiple monitors all over the walls.
We won't need TV screens at home.
You could have a home theatre on any wall in any room. I watch Netflix on a huge wall at home and it
feels incredible.
 
Why is AR/VR important and how is it shaping who we are?
 
I believe that humankind is an ever curious and fascinating species. We are constantly hungry,
searching for meaning and new experiences. And I strongly believe that what we create, creates us
back. We put out all these expressions, of art, poetry, technology and tools, which we reflect upon. Then

http://www.symesconsulting.com.au/enrol


Unlock Your confident creative self
Despite incredible capabilities, on the whole, many women
in the workplace present a lack of confidence in their
perceived ability to be leaders in their organisation.  For
many women, confidence is drawn from their life outside
of work which is a life that is often not discussed.  I believe
that confidence can be learned and built upon.  To help
unlock your confident self try practicing my....
 

7 steps to building confidence
 
When you are lacking confidence, sometimes it feels like
you are standing outside a room of confident people,
looking in, and you can’t get in. You are locked out.
Sometimes it feels like you have become a passenger of
life and not a driver. Sometimes it feels like you are
turning up for life but not living it.
 
I would like to share with you an overview of the 7 Steps
to Building Confidence which, if followed all the way
through, will start your journey towards becoming a more
confident version of yourself. If you would like the full
version of these steps with exercises click below:
 

Step 1: Know yourself The first step in the
journey of developing your own confidence, is to know
yourself. Techniques of understanding yourself include
self-reflection exercises, strengths spotting, personal
brand work and identifying your core values. It’s a good
idea to write these down and keep them at hand.
 

Step 2: What do you want? This is one of
the hardest steps in the piece. Many people searching for
confidence are living a life not aligned with who they are
and the values that they hold. So it’s important to identify
and articulate: What life do you want to lead?
 

Step 3: What's holding you back?  
Now that you have a sense of who you are and what you
want, you need to recognise what is holding you back from
getting what you want. What perceived obstacles are in
your way? What story are you telling yourself that holds
you back? Is it true? Is it relevant today? Is it useful? Can
you put aside that story and get a new one?  The story that
holds us back is also known as a self-limiting belief. 

W O M E N  I N  L E A D E R S H I P

Click here for
the full version
and workbook

for Jessica
Symes'

 

7 steps to
building

confidence

mailto:barbara@symesconsulting.com.au
http://www.sheleads.com.au/buildingconfidence


 
The 7 Steps:
 

1:  Know yourself:
 
2:  What do you want?
 
3:  What's holding You back?
 
4:  Goal setting
 
5:  Build a strategy
 
6:  How will you acheive it?
 
7: Celebrate when you get there

Step 4: Goal setting  Now you are
at the point where you have to start turning
thoughts into action. Goal setting is the pivotal
point in building confidence. Articulating what
you want and making a commitment to
achieving it, is the bravest step and more often
than not people get stuck on step 3 and return
to step 1 for more self reflection.
 

Step 5: Build a strategy  So how
will you achieve those goals? Now it’s time to be
realistic about your strategy.  Make a list of
personal and external resources at your disposal
that are going to be useful in working towards
your goal. Personal resources could be: Courage,
bravery, exceptional people skills, languages
spoken, technical skills. External resources could
be:  Time, support, connections and access to
industries.

 
Step 6:  How will you acheive
it?  There’s no avoiding this step, there’s no
quick fix. The only way to stick to your plan and
achieve your goals is to work very, very hard.
There are no free lunches in life, and there is no
easy road. So once again, the only way to get
there is to work, work and work. Now you are
going to revisit your goals armed with what you
do have and what you are going to have.
 

Step 7: Celebrate when you
get there  It’s not enough in life to
achieve and move on without stopping for a
moment to acknowledge and celebrate what you
have achieved. When you celebrate
achievement you are actually telling your brain
to recognise that self-efficacy has increased and
that then sets in motion the increase in self-
confidence. It is only with this final step, that the
self-confidence boost will kick in.

 
 

http://www.symesconsulting.com.au/enrol


Symes Group have partnered and
collaborated with a Girl and Her World
for several events and are thrilled to
share their story- word out more
 
Tell me about A Girl and Her World,
what it is, what you're trying to
achieve, and why you are involved?     
 
A Girl & her world started in response to the need of
a friend who was trying to figure out how to get her
teenage Girl to high school 5 years ago. We talked
about the barriers to Girls getting to school and
staying there in rural Fiji and what we could do to
help overcome these barriers. The team includes
Joanna Hawkins, Jennie Quintera, Jackie Robertson,
Kym Cross and Urmila Prasad.
 
Global research shows that educating Girls unlocks
all sort of great outcomes and breaks poverty
cycles. That’s what pulls me in to this work, it’s not a
hand out.  It can be transformative. We have seen
Girls finish school, the first females in their families
ever to do so. Many of them with outstanding
grades that go on to win them scholarships to
University.  We also provide income generating
projects for the Girls’ mums, enabling them to
become financially self-sufficient and in time, take
back their daughters’ education expenses with
dignity.

 
What keeps you motivated and
committed?
 
The stories of change. The women and Girls who
show us their resilience against breathtaking odds.
The joy and gratitude that comes from the families.
The grit and commitment and determination of
Urmila (A Girl and Her World Coordinator in Fiji) and
her super supportive family who have been through
so much this year. None of this would be possible
without them.  Urmila and the local team do the
real work. We don’t come with a set of assumptions

 
 
 

Support a Girl & her
world
here:

 

agirlandhe
rworld.org

A GIRL &
HER WORLD...
 

The inspirational Jane Kennedy has worked
tirelessly with her amazing team of A Girl and Her World

in Australia and Fiji to support girls and their
families in the Pacific Islands.   We find out what inspires
her and what the plans are for 2017.

 How can people support A Girl and
Her World?
 
Get to know us and see what resonates! Some
people are generous monthly givers, others
support us at Christmas time, others offer skills,
talent and time, others like Rotary invite us to
speak and sell raffle tickets for us. School students
do  presentations on educating Girls and then hold
cake stalls. We always ask people how they would
most enjoy getting involved as that’s what always
brings the best out of them and serves both our Fiji
community and our supporters.

 
 

 What have been the highlights so far
for the organisation? And what have
been some of the harder moments? 
 
It's always the stories of change at the grassroots
but also the willingness and generosity of people
at home in supporting the work. We were blown
away by the way people gave after the cyclone in
2016. Our community in Fiji was significantly
affected and many still remain without adequate
housing. Many were badly injured. We have been
able to rebuild Urmila’s home and support other
families to get back on their feet. In the days that
followed the cyclone when help had not yet
reached them, we were able to send money to
people a few hours away who purchased food
water, medicines, first aid supplies and torches for
some of the families we work with  who were

sheltering in evacuation centres.  We were also
able to mobilise volunteers to go and assess our
families quickly and even attracted a gorgeous
English photographer who was travelling in New
Zealand, she travelled over and captured some
beautiful images. These connections are always
very humbling. We had our hearts in our throats for
days after the cyclone not knowing how people
were, this was a distressing time and brought
home that our Fiji community is home for us on so
many levels, we are family now.

What is the plan for 2017?
 
We will likely send almost 70 Girls back to school in
2017. We also hope to support between 10 and 20
mums to establish income generating projects and
will ask our supporters as well as corporate
sponsors to help us achieve this.
 



“It is my belief that every
woman has the answers,

instincts, skills and
capabilities already within

them to thrive in the
workplace.”

 

A GIRL &
HER WORLD...
 

 How can people support A Girl and
Her World?
 
Get to know us and see what resonates! Some
people are generous monthly givers, others
support us at Christmas time, others offer skills,
talent and time, others like Rotary invite us to
speak and sell raffle tickets for us. School students
do  presentations on educating Girls and then hold
cake stalls. We always ask people how they would
most enjoy getting involved as that’s what always
brings the best out of them and serves both our Fiji
community and our supporters.

 
 

At the She Leads International
Women's Day Event in March, you can join
us in supporting A Girl and Her World.

 What have been the highlights so far
for the organisation? And what have
been some of the harder moments? 
 
It's always the stories of change at the grassroots
but also the willingness and generosity of people
at home in supporting the work. We were blown
away by the way people gave after the cyclone in
2016. Our community in Fiji was significantly
affected and many still remain without adequate
housing. Many were badly injured. We have been
able to rebuild Urmila’s home and support other
families to get back on their feet. In the days that
followed the cyclone when help had not yet
reached them, we were able to send money to
people a few hours away who purchased food
water, medicines, first aid supplies and torches for
some of the families we work with  who were

sheltering in evacuation centres.  We were also
able to mobilise volunteers to go and assess our
families quickly and even attracted a gorgeous
English photographer who was travelling in New
Zealand, she travelled over and captured some
beautiful images. These connections are always
very humbling. We had our hearts in our throats for
days after the cyclone not knowing how people
were, this was a distressing time and brought
home that our Fiji community is home for us on so
many levels, we are family now.

What is the plan for 2017?
 
We will likely send almost 70 Girls back to school in
2017. We also hope to support between 10 and 20
mums to establish income generating projects and
will ask our supporters as well as corporate
sponsors to help us achieve this.
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Symes Group first met Karen in 2015 when they
facilitated a series of workshops on presenting for
the Westpac Group Future Female Leaders. We
sensed she was a trail blazer, a she leader and she
certainly has proved to be.  An ex-marathon coach,
Karen has stamina and grit that has seen an
incredible career span decades and continents and
through incredible changes in technology.  Here's
what Karen has to say about technology, leadership
and running your own race.
 

How did you start your career? 
 
After leaving school at 16,  I did a data processing
apprenticeship with Vauxhall Motors in
Bedfordshire UK.  My first assignment was in the
pensions department, so I've always been in the
finance area.  It was replacing a lot of manual effort
with programs and old style automation,  It was
hard, as many people were worried about losing
their jobs.  I stayed there until I my daughter was
born and I decided I was going to give up work and
be a full time mum. I don’t know why I thought that.
I did it for 10 months and it did my head in! I tried to

look for a part time role because I didn’t want to
totally leave my daughter but I wanted to have a
career too.  I ended up having to travel a really long
way because you couldn’t get a part time role at that
time.
 

What are you most proud of in
your career?  
 
I think I'm most proud of my pragmatistm, my work
ethic, and my outcomes. One of my career
highlights  was being part of Marks and Spencer
money.  I was the program test manager on the
card.  That was a big thing. All my family could
actually realise what I doing for a living, whereas
when I said it before, they had no idea.
 

What do you think are the keys to
leadership?
 
It's all about making people feel empowered that
they are on the journey. That they’re part of it.
 

Karen Dunn:
TECH TRAIL BLAZER



Tell us about your experience in
the She Leads program?
I work like a Trojan, then I go on training courses, I
love to go on training courses, because you don’t
get an opportunity to stop and think when you’re
just working.  I love the opportunity to step back,
figure out if I can do a few things differently, come
back and try them out.  But you can’t come back
and then suddenly do it, because everyone will
look at you as if you’re daft!
 
 For the first few hours of the first session of the
She Leads signature program I thought "I don’t
really know why I am here", because I thought, "I’ve
been there, done that."  I was a director of a small
organisation in the UK, and I had told myself that
that’s as far as I wanted to go in my career. I didn’t
want to go any further.  I went into the workshop
with a closed mindset.  As Jessica worked through
the morning, I started thinking about my branding:
Who am I? Where am I going? I thought, "I can't
stand up and say nothing." I had that horrible panic
attack type of thing where I thought: "I haven’t got
anything to say."  And then I started to think and
look at things a bit differently.  Because I love what
I do, and sometimes when you love what you do,
you have to leave behind some of the doing that
you do to take that next step up.
 
It was good to listen to other people's views as
well.  And you’ve got different age groups,
different cultures, all sorts of things, at play in the
group that we were in. So that opened me up. I
realised I had been given this wonderful
opportunity to grow. I had been thinking: "close it
off", and then I thought..."No I can’t do that. I'm not
done yet."
 

And where has that shift taken
you?
 So this journey has made me open my mindset
and think: "You know what? Actually I’m in my mid
50s I can do more, it's not dial down… I’m still
doing the same role within the enterprise testing
services, but I’m the captain of that faculty now.  I
put my name forward to be a captain. And I
ummed and ahhed about whether I should just be
a finder. But I thought, actually I want to be a
captain.  It took me a few weeks to apply. it was a
bit like a Miss World, reading what other people
had written about how they were going to change

this and change that.  I thought I just need to be
myself.  I want to be able to participate, I want to be
able to bring my knowledge, skills and experience
to the fore, and learn and work with others.  I got it
and I was really really pleased.  So that in itself has
helped.
 
What do you want, moving
forward?
 
One of the key things for me is that I want to be
able to be adaptable in the organisation. I want to
go to another area and help there or actively
participate in things and learn and be a part of this
game changing technology work that we have got
going.
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Karen in action in the Symes Group "She Leads
Signature Program" 2016

YOUR CHANCE TO WIN!
 
A spot for yourself and a
colleague  

@ YOUR BRILLIANT
CAREER

 
Facilitated by Barbara Harvey

and Jessica Symes 
 

on Friday 12th May
 

at The White Loft, Crows Nest
 

Email
barbara@symesconsulting.
com.au and tell us in 200
words or less why you want
to enrol in this session!

mailto:barbara@symesconsulting.com.au


C O M M U N I C A T I O N
Principal consultant for Symes Group, Barbara Harvey, accredited in
 Facet 5 explains the tool and how it can help solve an ancient human
question....  The starting point for any professional or career development is
around this deceptively simple key question:   Who are you?
 
There are many ways to explore this question in relation to our values and our
strengths but the best beginning occurs with some work around personality
theory.  Facet 5 is a non-judgemental strengths- based personality tool which
helps individuals realize their potential.  While at Symes Group consultants
are accredited in a variety of personality tools, Facet 5 is our tool of choice for
reliability, validity and accessibility. 

The five factor model of personality (or Big 5) is now widely
accepted as the best way of describing the fundamental
building blocks of personality.  You can see the facets and
their definitions in our diagram below.
 
Each factor sees a score of 1-10 whereby if you fall in the
scale between 3.5-7.5/10 you are most like other Australians.
Below 3.5 and over 7.5 you are more unique as compared to
others.  In each edition of  The Symes Group we will feature a
Facet 5 factor and explore how individuals manage life on
various ends of the scale!
 
Recently Barbara caught up with two women, Trish and
Hanan who work together using their low and high "Will" to
achieve great outcomes!



Battle of The Will

Meet Trish Keown- Senior Project Manager at BT Financial Group
(Westpac Group) and Hanan Gayed- Principal Infrastructure
Technical Lead at Westpac
 
Trish Keown and Hanan Gayed, stood out to us at Symes Group
in 2016 because of the incredible work relationship they have
developed over the years.  With some investigation during a
workshop  we discovered the success of their work is a great
story of self-awareness and mutual respect.
 
Much of their successful collaboration is founded in their
understanding of where the other's strengths lie. But they have
taken this a step further.  They use the contrast in their will
scores  as leverage in meetings and projects to get results be it
problem solving,  process improvement, or finding a tech lead.  .
 
"I learn from Trish," says Hanan,  "gaining her feedback and her
suggestions.  We  talk on a daily basis."  "I respect Hanan" says
Trish, "I have enormous respect for what she does and how she
does it.  Not just her knowledge but the way she conducts
herself in meetings and the way she works through things for
the benefit of the customer."
 
 mutual respect.
 

LOW.............WILL.............HIGH

Symes Group met Trish Keown and Hanan
Gayed at our Presenting With Impact workshop
at Westpac Group in 2016.  Included in the
workshop was the use and support of the Facet
5 tool.
 
The session revealed that Trish and Hanan, who
work together closely, have opposing  Will
scores and leverage their difference in the Will
facet to work together effectively and to get
great results.
 
Trish and Hanan are a perfect example of how
opposite personality types can work together
brilliantly, proving that diversity leads to
collaboration.  When talking about each other
they are full of admiration and respect:
 

"I learn from Trish" -  Hanan

"I respect Hanan" - Trish
 
These are just two of the many Symes Group
clients who have benefited from Facet 5 in the
past 12 months.  

Click here to inquire how

Facet 5 can work for you and

your organisation:

"Most people would

perceive that very

different personality types

would clash, but science

is proving that diversity in

teams leads to high

performance."
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THE POINT OF CONNECTION

BARBARA'S TOP TIPS FOR CONNECTION
 
1.  Find the
 
2.  Look for something that stands out-  

A4 AD

SEIZE THE MOMENT
2 HOUR
NETWORKING SESSION
 
This high paced, energetic, exciting, positive, inspiring and interactive
session will demystify what is commonly viewed as ‘Networking’ and as an
alternative offer practical and tangible skills to take opportunities in every
interaction to expand your circle of influence, build and maintain business
relationships and most importantly build business.
 
Great for a Breakfast Session or Breakout Session, The Symes Group team
deliver "Seize The Moment" with skill, verve and impact.

 
 
 
 



T H E  H U M A N  F A C T O R
 Andrew Payne, business analyst at the Royal Australian
and New Zealand College of Radiologists (RANZCR)
understands the need for honing our human based skills
to stay relevant in the modern workforce.  Skills which he
he has worked on in the Symes Group Leadership Program
at RANZCR. Andrew:  "I think it is a fair assumption to say
that we are moving towards an era where many
professional tasks are being automated, and many skills
will be made redundant."    

Andrew:  "I strongly believe that it will be the
ability for people to not only interpret the
output, but to convey this information to
others that will be a key requirement for a
successful career.  The Symes Group
workshops we attended focused heavily on
providing the tools that we need to develop
these skills to ensure that we can adapt to the
changing business environment.
 
At RANZCR, our policy team will always have a
human element to it.  However, even some
aspects of our core skills such as negotiations,
may be automated in the future.  Looking at
my role, some of the AI technology being
created will allow for deeper research and
analysis, at a quicker rate, than can be
performed by a human employee.
 

It is important that RANZCR continues to
develop its skills in these areas to ensure that
we are not disconnected from the human
aspects of the processes and are able to engage
effectively with others within the sector (both
decisions makers and patients/consumers) to
help shape government policy."  

"Self awareness and
understanding of others,

usually known as soft skills, are
in fact hard skills and in a

way the hardest skills to learn
and embed."

 
 

A4 AD

SEIZE THE MOMENT
2 HOUR
NETWORKING SESSION
 
This high paced, energetic, exciting, positive, inspiring and interactive
session will demystify what is commonly viewed as ‘Networking’ and as an
alternative offer practical and tangible skills to take opportunities in every
interaction to expand your circle of influence, build and maintain business
relationships and most importantly build business.
 
Great for a Breakfast Session or Breakout Session, The Symes Group team
deliver "Seize The Moment" with skill, verve and impact.

 
 
 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dz33Ygw04YM


“Navigating a successful

and fulfilling career is all

about self-
responsibility and

goal-setting.  You can

do and be anything you

set your mind to, but you

must be accountable
to yourself.”

 







We hope you enjoyed our first edition of 
The Symes Report! 

 
Please feel free to contact us with any feedback.

And we would love your stories! 
 

barbara@symesconsulting.com.au

 
Join us on Facebook

 
See you soon!

 
 
 

T H E  S Y M E S  R E P O R T




